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Alex and Carole, friends since childhood, are now (literal) partners in crime. But the heist - to

steal the Ingres painting The Grande Odalisque from the Louvre in Paris - is too much for the

duo to handle, so they bring in Clarence, a bureaucrat’s son with a price on his head by a

Mexican drug cartel and, more importantly, an arms dealer. Next is Sam, a stunt motorcyclist

and boxer by trade, who proves trigger happy with tranquilizer darts. Using soda can smoke

bombs, rocket launchers, and hang gliders, Alex, Carole, and Sam set off a set of

circumstances that results in a battle with the French Special Forces - and their partnership,

which was on the rocks, will never be the same again. Ruppert and Mulot, two of the most

innovative comic creators in the world, team up with multiple Angouleme prize winner Bastien

Vives to bring you this impossibly funny, violent, and sexy action-packed thriller.

"If you like comics, and you’re also in need of some serious, escapist fun, I suggest that you

dive straight into The Grande Odalisque." � The Guardian"Readers will devour this action-

packed, wildly sexy, witty, and ultra-cool crime story built around the complicated relationship

between three charismatic women." � Booklist (Starred Review)"Mixing top-notch thrills with

introspective character study, this adventure never takes itself too seriously. It’s a delicious

caper with all the trimmings." � Publishers Weekly"A fun, sexy crime story that's incredibly

entertaining and full of jaw-dropping gorgeous art." � Panel Patter"Recommended for art history

lovers, crime novel fans, Francophiles, and anyone who wants to see a trio of professional

criminals kick butt indiscriminately." � Shelf Awareness"The Grande Odalisque is quick-witted

and technically polished, anchored by the three riveting women at its center and their

misadventures." � Multiversity Comics"Erotic thriller, feminist manifesto, drawn video game,

Houellebecquian manifesto on art, The Grande Odalisque is also a postmodern tribute to the

Japanese animated series, Cat's Eye." � Le Point --This text refers to the hardcover

edition.About the AuthorJérôme Mulot is best known for his comics collaborations with

Ruppert; each French artist both writes and draws. The two met at the National School of art in

Dijon and began publishing their creations in their fanzine Del Adventure. Together they won

the Revelation Prize from the Angouleme International Comics Festival for Barrel of Monkeys

(Panier de Singe). They began publishing the crime fiction le Grande Odalisque in 2012.Florent

Ruppert is a French comics writer and artist who frequently collaborates with Mulot. The two

met at the National School of art in Dijon and began publishing their creations in their fanzine

Del Adventure. Together, they won the Revelation Prize from the Angouleme International

Comics Festival for Barrel of Monkeys (Panier de Singe). They began publishing the crime

fiction le Grande Odalisque in 2012.Bastien Vives is a Parisian who has drawn or collaborated

on more than a dozen graphic novels since his published debut in 2006, including most

recently The Butchery (Fantagraphics, 2021). The Angouleme Comics Festival granted Vives

the “Revelation” Award in 2009 and the prize for best series in 2015.--This text refers to the

hardcover edition.
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J. Edgar Mihelic, MA, MA, MBA, “Fun Read. I liked this book. It was sexy and fun and read like

the storyboard for an action movie that I totally would watch if it was on Netflix or Amazon

Prime. Who doesn’t like female French art thieves?”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 23 people have provided feedback.
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